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It is one of top-rated LED Lights including LED Corn Bulbs, LED High Bay and LED Parking Lot Lights. We are one
of the experts offering the right collection of commercial lights for your lighting project.

 

LED Light Expert Welcome to - The Lighting Experts. Your home for the best quality LED light bulbs, LED Corn Bulbs, LED Wall
lights, LED Parking Lot Lights, Solar Street Lights and more. We sell only the highest quality parts at the best prices. We know
LED Lights because we have been selling and installing them for a long time. With decades of combined experience, our team
has tested thousands of lights and only sells the best. We trust our products so much we offer toll free phone support with
USA based experts to back it up. Trust the Experts to help get you the highest quality parts at the best prices. We back
everything up with up to a 5 year warranty and our famous USA based customer service. We are fully insured for product
liability and most of our products are UL and DLC listed. No one does LED Lighting better!
LED Lights From the Experts

Save money by replacing old fixtures with high efficiency LED lights. Many of our lights can pay for themselves in just a few
years. LED lights are the best choice for lighting because its instant on, no mercury and no harmful UV radiation. It is also the
most efficient with up to 180 lumens per watt. Whether its an LED wall LED, outdoor Solar LED light or some commercial high
bay and panel lights, we have you covered. Everything you need to go LED with Ease! Amazing LED Fixtures or check out our
selection of LED Retrofit kits and LED Light Bulbs where you can keep your old fixture and still go high efficiency LED.
 

Why are LED Lights Better?

An LED Light is Super Energy Efficient. We are still think in watts to determine how much light we need, but we should be
thinking in Lumens. Lumens is the actual light output. Old incandescent lights averaged about 8-10 lumens to the watt. So a
100 watt bulb had about 800-1000 lumens. CFLs got to about 60 lumens to the watts and LED Light Bulbs can get over 100
lumens to the watt. So you can replace that same 100 watt bulb with just 10-14 watts. Some of our larger fixtures are now
getting over 150 lumens to the watt. Save up to 80% on energy costs. Often pay for the new LEDs in just a few years!

 

2. No Mercury. CFLs require mercury to work. If that bulb breaks or leaks, that mercury can be toxic. LEDs require no mercury
and have no toxic substances.

 



3. No UV. CFLs , High Pressure Sodium and Metal halide emit large amounts of harmful ultraviolet rays. Not only are those rays
known to cause cancer, but they also fade and wear everything in the room. Harmful to the eyes

 

4. Long life. Typical bulbs only last a few years. Today's LED bulbs are achieving 25+ years or more. Our LED High Bay Lights
have 100,000 hour lifespan. That's 35 years at 8 hours a day.

 

5. Money savings. Since you can use less energy and replace bulbs less often, the LED light bulbs or LED Light fixtures you use
often pay for themselves. Yup, free lights after just 5-7 years on average.

 

6. Cleaner Light. Newer LED Lights are achieving CRI levels above 85 and holding a very consistent color. This avoids the
flickering and zebra patterns you often get from older lights. Now bright lights are pleasing to look at.

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/lighting-experts-san-diego-175
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